
EFFICIENT AND SAFE OPERATIONS  
FOR ANY WAREHOUSING ENVIRONMENT 
At Michelin, with Camso, we accelerate your activities for more 
efficiency. As off-the-road mobility specialists, we developed our 
expertise in the field, with our clients and partners, understanding and 
foreseeing the challenges of today’s evolving warehousing and logistics 
industry. 

Our products are engineered and manufactured with rigorous quality 
standards to guarantee the safety and reliability of your operations. 
Be it radial, bias, solid resilient, press-on tires, or wheels, we have the 
technology and the range to match your needs.  

GOING FURTHER THAN PRODUCTS AND SERVICE, 
WE HAVE THE MINDSET TO BE YOUR BEST PARTNER
To reach the highest productivity levels required in your industry, we 
provide the optimal  material handling and logistics solutions, no matter 
the environment or the intensity of your application. Designed to OEM 
specifications, our tires and wheels ensure smooth, safe operations at the 
lowest operating cost, providing maximum uptime for your fleets.

Our portfolio also features a worldwide service coverage available 24/7, 
helping you get the job done, on time. We are the industry’s largest 
service provider, and the only one with a custom-made offering to meet 
all of your specifications. Whether it’s tire filling, regrooving, tire supply 
and fit or professional fleet analysis, you name it - 

WE HANDLE IT.

WAREHOUSING & 
DISTRIBUTION /  

MANUFACTURING 
TIRE RANGE AND SERVICES 

EXTENSIVE RANGE  
OF PRODUCTS 

We offer a wide selection of 
specialized tires for all your 
warehousing, logistics and industry 
activities, providing the optimal 
solution for any vehicle 
and application. 

BEST-IN-CLASS  
SERVICE

A worldwide footprint with locally 
adapted service: our extended 
distributor, dealers and partners 
network allows us to offer 
tailormade support, adapted to 
your specific requirements.   

TRUSTED BY OEMS  
AND INDUSTRY LEADERS

We have been working closely with 
OEMs and industry leaders for 
decades to develop tires that are 
tailored to your individual needs 
on any machine or application.

SUSTAINABILITY

With the aim of being a driving 
force in sustainable mobility, our 
vision for the next thirty years 
is that by 2050, our tires will be 
entirely produced with sustainable 
materials and that every effort is 
made, across every stakeholder 
industry, to ensure that 100% of 
end of life tires are recycled or 
reused.

SUPPORTING YOUR 
PRODUCTIVITY CHALLENGES

WE 
HANDLE IT
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MICHELIN XZR

SOLIDEAL 
PON 550 NM

SOLIDEAL 
PON 555 NM

SOLIDEAL 
SM HL

Please contact our local representative or technical department for more support. 

Carrying out regular tests and sending our teams in 
the field at clients’ locations enables us to recommend 
adaptive solutions for their specific requirements. 
After experiencing some overheating and blowout 
issues in severe applications, a client turned to our 
team for advice. Previous tires were able to handle 
the intensity of the application, but they could only 
deliver a lifespan of one to three weeks, at best.

Based on their analysis, our team installed Solideal 
PON 775 NMAS tires on their lift, which have 63% 
better resistance to heat build-up and 33% greater 
energy efficiency compared to previous generation, 
after more than 700 hours of service.

MICHELIN XZM

SOLIDEAL 
PON 550

SOLIDEAL 
PON 555

SOLIDEAL 
PON 775 NMASSOLIDEAL RES 330SOLIDEAL RES 550 

MAGNUM SERIES

SOLIDEAL SM

SOLIDEAL 
RES XTREME NM

SOLIDEAL  
HAULER LT

SOLIDEAL 
PON 775

SOLIDEAL 
MAGNUM NM

SOLIDEAL 
SOLIDAIR LT

SOLIDEAL ED+ NM

SOLIDEAL 
PORTMASTER HD

SOLIDEAL RES 660  
XTREME SERIES

SOLIDEAL AIR 550

SOLIDEAL HAULER 
HA-TR

SOLIDEAL AIR 570

SOLIDEAL HAULER SM

INDUSTRIAL  
MULTI-PIECE WHEEL PRESS-ON WHEELSPLIT WHEEL

INDUSTRIAL PNEUMATIC 
RADIAL

SOLID 
PRESS-ON

SOLID 
RESILIENT

INDUSTRIAL PNEUMATIC 
BIAS

SOLIDEAL RIB

AVAILABLE FOR:

SMALL 
CAPACITY 
FORKLIFTS

MULTI- 
DIRECTIONAL 
FORKLIFTS

MEDIUM
CAPACITY 
FORKLIFTS

ARTICULATED
FORKLIFTS

SIDELOADER
FORKLIFTS

“
“

INDUSTRIAL  
WHEELS


